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Or

guided tour

free time

museum

& many more

Bonn
Koblenz
Trier
Luxembourg
SAARLAND
Strasbourg
Freiburg
Frankfurt
Heidelberg

15 EUR
daylong

Saturday
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Campus tour

Guided tour
0 EUR
1 hour
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Campus Center
Int. Office - ZiS
SULB library
Mensa (canteen)
Sprachenzentrum (language center)
many more
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Culture

Tours

Culture
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Cultural & culinary days (SpezialitätenTage)

Every Wednesday

>100x

Studentenwerk im Saarland e.V.
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Culture
Cultural & culinary days (SpezialitätenTage)

India
Brazil
France
Togo
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... some impressions ...

Culture
National cultural evenings (LänderAbende)

- **Presentation**
- **Live performance**
- **Live music**

- **Traditional food, desserts & drinks**
- **After-Show Party**
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National Cultural Evenings (LänderAbende)

... some impressions ...

INDONESIA

BULGARIA
BuddyProgram *you & me*
BuddyProgram *you & me*

- Intermediation between German (SB) & international students
- Facilitation of the start of studies and everyday life for international students
- Cultural exchange (already before arrival)
- Interaction with ZiS after online mediation has taken place

For registration: www.uni-saarland.de/buddy
ZiS-Treffs

Also in Dudweiler “Nico’s Café”

Interaction

Every 2nd Thursday
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Sport events

- Bouldern
- Ball - Games
- Swimming
Special cultural or social gathering events

Art attack

Concerts

Theater / Plays
Gaming events

LOCATION: INTERNATIONAL FORUM (MENSA)

MINUTE TO WIN!
PLAY NEW GAMES, BE COMPETITIVE AND WIN IT ALL

FORUM INTERNATIONAL (MENSA)

BINGO
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Kicker / Billiards & Darts
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International Office

Tuesdays
Karaoke

KARAOKE HALLOWEEN EDITION

COSTUME CONTEST  SINGING & DANCING

27 OCTOBER, 2023
START AT 19:00

FORUM INTERNATIONAL
(MENSA BUILDING D4.1)
Coffee & Chat
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Sundays
Meet the ZiS-Team in person
Learn more about our program
Register for the next excursions
Loan of dishes

- Contact us for an appointment
- Ground Floor (Campus Center)
- Deposit 10 EUR
ZiS can help to find financial support in critical times

Saarland grant by StudienStiftungSaar

Funds for international students (loan)

Intro
Our program
Our services
Social matters
The ZiS-Team
Contact
The ZiS-Team in Saarbrücken

ZiS coordination
Beate Meinck
Sina Vogel

Welcome Center
Buddy program & ZiS-Treffs
Pascal
Valentina

Excursions
Mustafa
Richel
Ana

Cultural and leisure events
Munem
Aram
Pepe
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ZiS / Campus Homburg

Anna Panagiotou

ZiS in Homburg
(faculty of medicine)

Btw, medical students can join the SB-ZiS events too & vice versa ;)

LänderAbende
Excursions
BuddyProgram
ZiS-Treffs
SpezialitätenTage
All important links of ZiS

linktr.ee/zis.uds

News and event announcements with registration links

Impressions of our events

Location of the ZiS-Office

Event-Calendar

Homepage
How to register for a live event?

• Don’t rush, read carefully and write your information correctly.
• Used autocomplete mode in the registration can lead to wrong information that you provide us
• You will get either a confirmation or rejection mail

Our ZiS-Treffs are back! 😊
For everyone who misses live meetings, having talks, playing fun games & enjoying free cocktails. 😃
We will meet on Thursday, October 07 at 7pm in "Nicos" (Dudweiler-Beethovenstraße 66, 66123 Saarbrücken). Registration for the event is mandatory. Please only register when you are sure that you can attend, since our seats are limited. The registration form will be open until Thursday at 12 a.m.

Registration link: https://forms.gle/SFinttBiEyMt93D94A

IMPORTANT: Because the number of participants is limited, we will let you know by email if you got a place for this event or not. Thank you for your understanding.

We are looking forward to seeing you!
Take care and see you on Thursday 😊
Summary

Every month go on one EXCURSION for 15 EUR

Get in touch with new people by the ZiS-BUDDY-PROGRAM & SOCIAL EVENTS

Learn about new cultures and try new culinary dishes in the cultural events
LÄNDERABEND and SPEZIALITÄTEN-TAG

LOAN DISHES for only 10 EUR
Welcome